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The notation L(S) is to mean the collec of all continuous functions 
from S into [0, 11. In this paper, a corn ely regular space need not be 
T, , while a Tychonoff space is a compl regular T, space. Lemmas 1 
and 2 are well-known for Tychonoff spaxs and indeed are quite probably 
known to hold without the T, req~~ireme~~t. In anycase, the 
are simple and will be omitted. 
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(ii) * [iii). Suppose (ii) holds. Since for each completely r:gular filter 
ere is a z-ultrafilter finer aha , (iii) follows in:,mediat~:ly. 
) * (iv). Suppose (iii) 1~01Cis $J E C*(S). 9(S) is bour:&d, so 
has at least one accPumulation point. Suppose Ip(F) has two accumu- 
zmd b with ti < b. For each e.> O, @-’ (-a~, u t e) a~nd 
tersect every st:t in F. Thus 
sup (F,(@vl(-=, u+e): OS e)}, 
sup (F,{Qi-‘(b-e, -): O< e}} 
are noninterseetin completely regular filters strictly finer than I? This 
leads to a contradiction of (iii). Hence #(fi) has only one accumulation 
point in the compact Hausdorff space Cl @I(S). It follows that $(F) 
converges. 
(iv) * (i). Suppose F is not maximal completely regular. There exist 
a completely regular filter G strictly finer than F, two sets g 1 and g2 in 
C and a function 6 in L(S) such lthat @(gl ) = 0, #(S\g$ = !I and g? 
contains no set in F. If 0 < e < I, thzn +- 1 [ 0, e) and eL1 ((r-l, 1 I in&sect 
every set in E. It follows that e(F) accumulates atboth 0 and 1. Thus, 
(iv) implies (i). 
Theorem I. ppose S is a topological space and G is the t:ollection of 
al/free maximal completely regular filters on S. Then: 
(i) S is C*-embedded in 23;. 
(ti) If S is com@etely regular, S;“; is completely regubr and compact. 
(iii) If S is Tychonoffi then Sg is the &one-tech com,;Plactificd&n 
ofS. 
Roof. (i) It is shown in [ 8, page 1681 that if G is a collection of open 
es on S and 9 is a continuous function from S onto a subset of 
in order that Q have a continuous extension to 
ufficient that for each filterbase F in G, @(F) 
gether’ with Lemma 3, establishes (i) 
nd U is an open set in S* containing x. There 
nction Q in L(S) such tfnat QP is 0 
V* C, U, By (i), t$ has an extension 
is dense in IV*, #* is 0 cfbn IV*. If 
< I for some point y of S*, there is an open set D in S such that 
us #(LO < 1, so D C Va Therefore 
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It is easily seen that for (i), any su~~llec~~n 
property. Also, as a partial converse to (i), if H is any ~1Iec~ion of co 
pletely regular filters on S such that S 
filter in H is maximal completely r 
H is a collection of open filters on 
regular, then each filter in N is co 
mm8 4. If K is a subset of an arbitrary topofo~*cd sflace S, them every 
minimal completely regukv filter on K is finer than a unique maximal 
completely regular filter on S. (This is the essentkd part of the lemma irt 
En) 
roof. Suppose F is a maximal compl 
comple te?.y regular filter on S coarser 
maximal with respect o being completely 
i? Suppose there is a completely re.:ular fi 
G’.. N is not coarser khan Sup {HK, F) is not a filter, for if it is, it is 
completely regular and strictly ‘finer @an F. lt 
in M and fin F such that Cl, h and C1, f do not 
in M and q5 in L(S) such that @ is 1 on h, and 0 
@--‘[O,e): o< e 
) strictly fber tka 
I;S maximal corn 
y separated in K. Let 
Fj={~-l[O,e):O<e.~EL(S!,~-l(0)>_Mj}, i= 1,2. 
I=, intersect. There TV a maximal ct:)mplerely regular 
finer than sup{ F, , ,?2) . 7’ li%l;sects INi (i = 1, 2), for sup- 
ose there exists a set t in T not intersecting M.. 
f_l 
There exist t! in T and 
E L(S) such that $(t) = 0 and ,@(S‘\ t’) = 1. t# [ 0, 4 j is in Fi, by con- 
ruction, but t’ R #‘[ 0, 4 ) = $9. This Is a contradiction. So T intersects 
and AI,. Since T is maximal, completely regular on S, it follows 
sthesis that T 
6 
is maximal completely regular on K. Rut this 
ble since Tk Intersects each of the two setsM1 and M’, com- 
pletely separated in M. Therefore F, and F, de not intersect, and M, 
and M, are completely separated in S. Hence K is I[J*-embedded in S. 
Thecondition is necessary. For suppose F is a maximal completely 
regular filter on S intersecting K and FK is not maximal completely 
regular on K. It follows from Lemma 3 that there are two set:;& and 
M, completely separated in K such that FK intersects both of them. 
This implies that M, and M, are not completely separated in S, contrary 
to the Urysohn extension theorem. 
The sufficiency of this condition is established in [ 51 for Tychonoff 
spaces by a quite different approach which does not utilize Urysohn’s 
extension theorem. Since Urysohn’s theorem (for Tychonoff spaces) is 
a corollary, the argument in the previous paper retains some value in 
spite of the better result reported here. Theorem 2 may be regarded as 
eneralization of tech’s result that a subspace K of a Tychonoff space 
in S iff /3K = C’ps K. However, even in case S is Tycho- 
s not an immediate corollary of Cech’s result (cf. [5, 
Theorem 11). Since KE , with G the collection of all free maximal com- 
ar filters, is a natural generalization of /X’ to arbitrary spaces 
3 offers a more natural extension of tech’s th.eorem, but it 
a~~~i~~ or,~y to ‘almost’ Tychonoff spaces. Complete regularity seems to 
sary in T”tzeorem 3, silace if K __ ic 22~ +-ve--l.*m~nt qlbset of c v*1’ 9 bAk4iir-wiau. -- 
T, space S such that every function in C(S) is constant, then 
= closure of K in - kr there is no free completely regular 
filter on S or K - but K is not C*-embedded in S. 
subset K af S iff 
oes not bekon 
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(I: K* + Cl K is 
either at y or on s 
according as y does or doe 
in K* and K* =: Cl K, there exists an 
Z(Cl K). It foll(Dws that a” 
in Cl K and the compact s 
(Lemma I ). 
(b) Suppose K is C*-ennbeddtd in S, and 5” is I”, arolrnd K. Suppose 
FE G. By Lemma 4 and ‘I’heor~.;m 2, there is a m~irn~l completely 
regular filter F on S such that 8; = 
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bedded in S, and S is T, around K. Let lipi andN 
completely reguk filters on 
= Cl K (in S$). Let @ denote 
described in the proof of Theorem 3. Suppose 
ere is a maxima! completely regular filter 
#) = UF. %nce UF is closed under countable 
~te~e~tion~ it follows that UF! also has this property. Hence, If F’ is 
%ppose T’ E CI(K \ S),, where the c3losure is in Ss . 
by Theorem 2, and UT A trK (U& by [ 5, ‘rheorem 
41. It foilows by a standard technique that UT is closed ;Ander countable 
intersection. Thus Cp(Kz ) = Cl K (in S’s), and @UK; is a homeomorphism. 
eomm 5. In order that the subspace K of the space S be C-embedded 
in S, it is nece ry and sufficient that every z-ultraj%lter on K be equiv- 
alent to the trace on K a OE 
Recall two are if only each in 
one them a in other. theorem a 
improvement [ 5, Theorem 41. In addition to the: opening remarks 
above, only a slight change in wording is necessary “3 compensate for 
the change to equivalent fdters. 
(i) every z-uitrafiiter OIL ;k ;;ikpxc K 9.f thp sirace ,$ is finer than a 
z-ultrujYter on S, and 
(ii) the trace on K of every z-ultraJCher on S intersect@r K is a base 
for 42 z-ultru$Wer on By, 
th* n K is C-embedded in S. 
It has been shown in [ 51 that (ii) alone does not yield a C*-embedding. 
at (i) alone does neither may be seen as follows. Sup;?ose (S, a) is any 
noff space such that US \ S has at least two points, where ;uS in the 
pactification of S. Let F and G denote tNO free maxim6 com- 
ar filters on S belonging tc: US’S  (see ‘Theorem 1). Let 
and T a topology on S’ with basis { U,;“J : U E r) , where N is 
11 maximal completely regular free filters in US other 
ther tith F n G. (S’, 7’) is a Tycho~ofi space having 
bspace. It is clear that every z-ultrafilter on S is finer 
ter on S’ and S is not C*-embedded inS’. 
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eorem 6. Jn order that a zero subset K of a sp 
S, it is necessary an sufficient that the trac 
on S intersecting K e a z-u~t~a~~t~ on 
Proof. The conditio 
x is a point of 2. l3ere is a z-ultrafilt 
intersects eveqf set 
and is the intersecti 
S, so is 2. It follows that K is C-embedded. 
tion is a consequence of [ 5, 
Questions. If K is a zero set in a Tychc 
of the corollary alone imply that 
been given by Elaine Zeighami of a 
el;ihedded zero subset saes 
typed, the author lea 
of The University of 
S. Mr6wka has answered (ii) in the nega:ive witn a pseudocompact 
Tychonoff space.) 
efinition, ‘Cwo filterbases F and G on i ;pace S are said to bet 
separated in S iff some set in F is complc 4y separated from some set in 
G. 
7. A subspace K of a space S is 1 -embedded in S if tnd onfy if 
each two maximal completely regular fitt 9 3 on K are completely zpar- 
at&! in s. 
rod. This,; follows easily from 
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wm(see&r example, [ 4,7] ). Let R and Q denbie the 
points on the x ectively, with the 
ten in bold face rry the topology 
line and if H is a subset of R, JR and ClH will mean the closure 
Since R is discrete, this will involve no ambiguity. All but one 
mooing results deal with the taqgent disk space. This space is 
eral results obtained. 
5. If H is a closed subset of R having two mutually exclusive 
sets (in the R-topologv), then H is not C*-embedded in l?. 
ore, HO two mutually exclusive subsets r;f R both dense in 
some closed subset of R are completely separated in 
oaf. Suppose K, and K, re mutually exclusive dense subsets of H 
and are completely separatsd in I’. There is a function $ in L(r) which 
isOonK1 and 1 onlL!.Fore ch positive integer n and point x of 
Hn#-$rl, l-nBa],letU 
x such that @(IL&,) Z((n + I) -?t 
d enote a basic open set in I’ containing 
1 - (n + 1)-l ) and for each positive 
integer k, let 
T kfl = (X E JJ n 6-l [n-l, 1 -n-l 1: UnX has radius no less than k-l,) . 
For each x in W n QI-’ (l), let U” denote a basic open set containing x 
such that @(U”’ ) c (3, 11, and for each k, let 
Tk = (X E H n 9-l ( 1): UX has radius less th.an k-l } . 
For each x in H n 0-l (0), let Ux denote a basic open set containing x 
at #(VX) C[O, )) and for each k, let 
Ti = (X E H n 4-l (0): UX has radius no lzss than k-I) 
Then 
1 is dense in N and if K, contains a limit point P of in for some k 
and n, then every nei&borhood of P in I’ intersects 9-l ((n + 1)-l 9 
1 - fn + 1)-l ), yet #(,P) = 0. This is a contradiction. Thus none of the . 
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nion of all intervak I such that f con- 
contains no dense subset of I, and 
finite union an there is an ulltrafilter G on R finer 
(U\t: bETandUisa.n neighborhood of some set in F) 
nd g is in Cr. Let I’ denote the union of all 1 rtjen inter- 
fnIisdenseinMnI.fnI’isinFandI’isaneigh- 
‘. Thus 1’ n g = g’ is in G. Suppose that id1 is an open 
nIisnotdenseinA4nd.T M\Clg’iGnFa~-rd 
of A4 \ Clg’ and thus Clg’ conI-lins a set i 
not intersect. This is a contradiction. It follows that 
I !& I’ such that g n I is dense in &I n 1’. I3wr~ Lemma 
ompletely separated in r and therefore F and G 
-ultrafilter on IY 
ment establishes the existence of two ultrafilters F and 
te same z-ultrafilter on I’ such that each of F 
le sets containing a dense subset of no inter- 
which generate the same 
n l? intersecting R whose 
108 F 
that contain a membe 
this manner a unique 1 
closed sets is established in the t 
may be shown that a prefi5ter 
filter F’ on R. It is readily seen 
z-ultrafilter on r‘ generated by F 
amorlg cJosed sets in 
(ii) there are only c s 
By [6, p. 320, Theorem W] and w is established above, (i) and (ii) 
hold for Gs sets. Thus the same cation of Bepnstein’s technique 
establishk:s the stronger esult th 
of’which contains an uncountable 
F on r such that each member of 
the lemma is established. 
Thus the zero set R in r does 
question raised ab W. That part (i) is al 
consequence of the next result. 
0 which h belo 
so there is an intewal I such that g n I is dwse in 4. Then g n d and 
utually exclusive dense subsets of I arid therefore are nol com- 
y separated in P, by Lemma 5. Aut g 17 I arrd I \ Q are mutually ex- 
ive zero sets in F. This. is a contradiction. Therefore F is not finer 
her on I’ intersecting R whose trace on R 
& czpt ~~t~~~~t~r on R (see Theorem 5 
oof. Suppose F is a z-ultrafilter on I” intersecting R. F has some inter- 
A=[a,b] ofR~vnelement.LetB=Qn[b+l,b+2].Bisnota 
zero set in r, so A 12 .B is not in the trace FR of F on R but wntains a 
set in Fri. Hence I$ is not a z4ter on R. 
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